
What is the Readiness Digital Tool Suite?

SREB is excited to present our Readiness Digital Tool Suite, 
a web-based learning management system (LMS).

Across the U.S., thousands of teachers are using SREB’s Readiness 
Courses to help underprepared students succeed in rigorous high 
school and college course work. Our evidence-based Readiness 
curriculum gives students the tools, knowledge and strategies they 
need to apply mathematics and literacy skills to solve problems and 
build a deeper understanding of their communities and their world.

Now those same resources are available through SREB’s Readiness 
Digital Tool Suite. We use a Canvas-based interactive platform to 
house all Readiness lessons, links and activities in one easy-to-access 
central location.

All Readiness learning activities previously available only through PDFs 
are now interactive learning tools that harness the power of platforms 
like Desmos, Google Docs, Google Slides and Jamboard. Teachers can 
create their own digital copies of any resource, activity or lesson from all 
Readiness courses and upload them into their LMS (Google Classroom, 
Canvas, Schoology, etc.) for students to access them.

Why purchase access to SREB’s 
Readiness Digital Tool Suite?
Schools and districts have intensified their 
use of learning management systems like 
Google Classroom, Canvas and Schoology.

The Readiness Digital Tool Suite offers an 
online environment in which teachers can 
quickly find and upload any of hundreds 
of interactive activities and web-based 
resources directly to their LMS for students 
to use to demonstrate their understanding.

What can you do with access to SREB’s Readiness Digital Tool Suite?

Instead of… You can…

Making paper copies of each activity in the 
Academic Notebook

Make digital copies and upload them to your LMS

Scrolling through a single PDF for each lesson and activity Quickly and easily find any lesson and activity through our 
Canvas portal

Recreating lessons so students can use them digitally Access interactive activities we’ve created using Google 
Docs or Slides, Desmos and other tools

Working by yourself to update and adapt curriculum for 
your class

Connect with a network of teachers using the same 
curriculum and receive updates from peers and SREB 
coaches about new tools, ideas and approaches for 
implementing the curriculum

How do I gain access to SREB’s Readiness Digital Tool Suite?

Get started with SREB’s Readiness Digital Tool Suite for less than the cost of printing the Academic Notebook for individual 
students. The cost is $250 for one year of access to SREB’s Canvas LMS for the course(s) you are teaching.

For more information, contact Jason Adair at jason.adair@sreb.org or sign up today at bit.ly/2022ReadyDigitalTools.
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